
 

BLOOM THE DESERT  

Executive Summary 

 
Introduction 
Bloom the Desert (BTD) brings together many Earth friendly cutting edge technologies and low cost approaches 
for the rejuvenation of arid land, under performing farms, damaged and polluted land. Whole regions of planet 
Earth can be rejuvenated into blooming, thriving, blossoming, enriching, flourishing, beautiful natural agricultural 
lands and communities.  

Our trial farm in Dubai proved up several BTD technologies. We reduced the high salt desert sands of 13.2 pH to 
a measured 8.2 pH, by using our tailored made salt reducing microbes, sea water extracted ‘ormes’, biochar and 
‘implosive treated water’. We grew vegetables in the desert without any fertilizers. Pictures, video and 
independent validation is available on our website. We have the unique ability to grow crops in desert arid lands 
using our low cost methods. We are looking for sponsors for our next project which would be building on what we 
have already proven in Dubai. Essentially, we can find water anywhere, we can create ‘fertile soil’ anywhere, we 
can grow food and build eco sustainable dwellings- anywhere. A possible solution to many of the worlds 
problems is to start using arid land for agriculture and communities. 

Our technologies are categorized under the following components: 
Primary Water  
The key theory is that primary water is formed deep inside the crystalline rock strata of the Earth’s crust. With 
proper understanding of how to find deep ‘primary water’, abundant water is located where it is most needed, 
including arid regions. This has been proven many times (see references/film clips). 
Implosive Water Treatment 
The ‘Super Imploder' device facilitates a de-clustering effect on water, the result is a dramatic increase in 
solubility and bioavailability which increases crops nutrition density and yields, along with saving on water 
consumption. Over time, it can help restore a beaten landscape, to the beauty it once possessed. 
Creating fertile Soil  
New and revolutionary recipes for effective salt reducing microorganisms are combined with other components of 
‘Bloom the Desert’ technologies to completely transform arid land into fertile land (including natural pest control) 
BTD microbial formulations are unique and proven to work in our Dubai desert farm trails. 
AURA tower is technology that connects between Earth and Sky to facilitate accelerated growth, pest control, as 
well as weather control. It does this by using signals transmitted that “link” between living matter growing in the 
soil and energetic signatures in the atmosphere. 
Living dwellings, sustainable communities and Flourishing Cities : Full Spectrum Architecture 
Starting from the ground up (water, soil, food), BTD technologies can rebuild reshape and grow cities. Based on 
geometrical patterns, fractal electric fields that are life enhancing ‘Full Spectrum Architecture’  is a revolution in 
urban design and community planning. BTD technologies generates a “Fractal Attractor” attracting life force, 
health, commerce, tourists, abundance and money. BTD can build on cheap arid desert regions anywhere on the 
planet. All humans are entitled to clean air, water, food, shelter, energy supply, adequate infrastructure and 
effective education - in short an environment where people can live a healthy, safe and fulfilling life - where 
humans thrive.      
       www.BLOOMtheDESERT.com


